
AI News

Welcome to another engaging issue of the AI News Magazine, where we

continue to expand the boundaries of the AI conversation by illuminating

the leading-edge advancements in the field.

This issue surveys an array of discoveries and innovations, revealing how

AI is becoming even more integral to our digital ecosystem. We delve into

Mozilla's intriguing local AI for Firefox - Memory Cache, which focuses on

privacy and operates solely on user-end data. 

We examine trailblazing initiatives such as WaveCoder and CodeOcean by

Microsoft, which aim to improve the training of coding language models

through diverse, smaller datasets. The birth of Mamba, a sequence

learning model, marks a significant stride in language, audio, and

genomics tasks and gives testament to continued innovation in AI

capabilities.

We also unpack Meta's latest offering, HawkEye, a toolkit designed to

streamline the debugging process in machine learning models. With its

decision tree-based approach, HawkEye upholds the commitment to

quality predictions alongside user-friendly experiences.

The spotlight falls as well on the significant trend of AI companies

licensing copyrighted articles for their models, with expenditures

mounting up to millions per year - showing the lengths entities will go for

credible data. Amidst these ventures, we tackle the implications of

integrating Large Language Models (LLMs) into businesses, and the

strategies startups need to adopt to overcome obstacles.

Furthermore, we uncover the potential in MASTERKEY, a revolutionary AI

system that reveals vulnerabilities in AI chatbot defense mechanisms -

reinforcing how vital security is in the unfolding AI narrative. 

Lastly, we marvel at the innovation from Google Research and DeepMind

which enhances the translation tasks and coding abilities of LLMs. As

always, we introduce new promising technologies such as OpenVoice, a

groundbreaking voice cloning technology that brings unprecedented

innovation in voice synthesis.

Join us in exploring these perspectives and gain insight into the



accelerating progress of AI. Enjoy the thought-provoking discourse as we

dive deep into how these advancements are shaping our technological

landscape. As always, our mission is to inform, inspire, and bring to light

the transformative power of AI. Enjoy reading!

Memory Cache: local AI for Firefox that

you feed – gHacks Tech News
2024-01-01

Mozilla’s Memory Cache project is

experimenting with a private, local AI for

Firefox. Unlike other AI tools that require server

connections, Memory Cache operates solely on

the user’s system, learning from files the user

provides. This approach enhances privacy but

requires manual input. The AI, based on an older version of privateGPT,

can answer questions about the documents it has been given. The project

is still in its early stages, with potential for automation and integration

into Firefox being considered.

Read more at gHacks Technology News…

https://www.ghacks.net/2023/12/30/memory-cache-local-ai-for-firefox-that-you-feed/


How to train coding LLMs with small

auto-generated datasets
2024-01-02

Microsoft’s research paper introduces WaveCoder, a model that efficiently

trains coding language models using fewer examples. Complementing

WaveCoder, Microsoft has developed CodeOcean, a curated dataset of

20,000 diverse code examples to enhance the fine-tuning of foundational

models for coding applications. The research aims to balance cost-

effectiveness with quality in dataset creation, and explores the potential

of smaller, diverse datasets in achieving high performance.

Read more at TechTalks – Technology solving problems… and creating

new ones…

https://bdtechtalks.com/2024/01/02/microsoft-wavecoder-llm/
https://bdtechtalks.com/2024/01/02/microsoft-wavecoder-llm/


Meta Introduces HawkEye:

Revolutionizing Machine Learning ML

Debugging with Streamlined Workflows
2024-01-03

Meta has developed HawkEye, a toolkit designed

to streamline the debugging process in machine

learning models. Using a decision tree-based

approach, HawkEye identifies and resolves

production issues, improving the robustness of

predictions. The toolkit also isolates prediction anomalies to features,

enabling engineers to swiftly address issues. This advancement in

debugging enhances the quality of Meta’s ML-based products and

contributes to better user experiences and effective monetization

strategies.

Read more at MarkTechPost…

Mamba: Redefining Sequence Modeling

and Outforming Transformers

Architecture
2024-01-03

Mamba, a new model for sequence learning,

outperforms larger Transformer models in

language, audio, and genomics tasks. Its selective

structured state space models (SSMs) filter

irrelevant data, while its hardware-aware

algorithm optimizes for modern GPUs. Mamba’s simplified architecture,

which integrates selective SSMs and eliminates attention and MLP blocks,

enhances scalability and performance. The model’s code and pre-trained

versions are available on GitHub.

Read more at Unite.AI…

https://www.marktechpost.com/2024/01/01/meta-introduces-hawkeye-revolutionizing-machine-learning-ml-debugging-with-streamlined-workflows/
https://www.unite.ai/mamba-redefining-sequence-modeling-and-outforming-transformers-architecture/


Accelerating Generative AI Part III:

Diffusion, Fast
2024-01-04

The blog post details how to accelerate

generative AI models using PyTorch, focusing on

text-to-image diffusion models. It demonstrates

how to achieve a 3x speed increase using

PyTorch-native techniques, including running

with bfloat16 precision, scaled_dot_product_attention (SPDA),

torch.compile, and dynamic int8 quantization. The post also provides

practical examples and code snippets for easy implementation.

Read more at PyTorch…

OpenAI’s news publisher deals

reportedly top out at $5 million a year
2024-01-05

AI companies, including OpenAI and Apple, are

reportedly spending between $1 million and $5

million annually to license copyrighted news

articles to train their AI models. This move comes as

companies face challenges sourcing data from the

internet due to copyright infringement concerns. OpenAI has already signed

deals with Axel Springer and The Associated Press, while Google is showcasing

an AI tool that generates news stories.

Read more...

https://pytorch.org/blog/accelerating-generative-ai-3/?utm_content=277363728&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-776585502606721024
https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/openais-news-publisher-deals-reportedly-top-out-at-5-million-a-year/2024-01-05/142720


5 steps to ensure startups successfully

deploy LLMs | TechCrunch
2024-01-05

Silicon Valley investor Lu Zhang discusses the

potential and challenges of deploying large

language models (LLMs) like ChatGPT and Google’s

LaMDA in businesses. While LLMs promise

competitive advantage, they also present issues

such as producing incorrect information, high financial and computational

costs, and significant energy consumption. These factors could hinder

consumer adoption, especially on portable devices. Startups must navigate

these challenges to effectively leverage LLM technology.

Read more...

LLMLingua: To speed up LLMs’ inference

and enhance LLM’s perceive of key

information
2024-01-05

LLMLingua and LongLLMLingua are innovative

tools designed to optimize the use of large language

models by compressing prompts. They address

issues like token limits and high operational costs,

reducing the number of tokens needed for prompts

and enhancing the processing of long-context information. These tools require

no additional training, retain essential information, and speed up the

inference process. They are part of an ongoing effort to make language models

more practical and accessible for a wider range of applications.

Read more...

https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/5-steps-to-ensure-startups-successfully-deploy-llms-techcrunch/2024-01-05/143602
https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/llmlingua-to-speed-up-llms-inference-and-enhance-llms-perceive-of-key-information/2024-01-05/145438


MASTERKEY Unlocked: New AI

Breakthrough Bypasses Chatbot

Defenses
2024-01-05

Researchers have developed MASTERKEY, an AI

system that can bypass the defense mechanisms of

Large Language Model chatbots like ChatGPT and

Bard. The system uses a novel approach of reverse-

engineering defenses using time-based analysis,

revealing vulnerabilities in AI chatbots and

emphasizing the need for improved AI security. The study calls for

collaboration among AI developers, ethicists, and policymakers to ensure safe

and ethical AI use.

Read more...

WhiteRabbitNeo: cybersecirity model

series
2024-01-05

WhiteRabbitNeo has launched a beta version of its

33B AI model, designed for cybersecurity

applications. The model, built using PyTorch and

the transformers library, can generate text based on

given instructions, aiding in various cybersecurity

tasks. However, its use is strictly regulated, with prohibitions on activities that

violate laws, infringe rights, or exploit vulnerabilities. The model also

emphasizes ethical hacking, guiding users through Wi-Fi network attacks only

on networks with explicit permission.

Read more...

https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/masterkey-unlocked-new-ai-breakthrough-bypasses-chatbot-defenses/2024-01-05/161126
https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/whiterabbitneo-whiterabbitneo-13b-hugging-face/2024-01-05/181713


crewAI: Framework for orchestrating

role-playing, autonomous AI agents
2024-01-05

CrewAI is a revolutionary framework designed to

orchestrate role-playing, autonomous AI agents for

collaborative intelligence applications. It offers role-

based agent design, autonomous delegation, flexible

task management, and a process-driven approach.

The open-source project integrates with local models like Ollama for enhanced

customization and data privacy. With its production-oriented design, CrewAI

combines the conversational flexibility of Autogen and the structured process

approach of ChatDev, offering adaptability for both development and

production environments.

Read more...

Google taught an AI model how to use

other AI models, and it got 40% better

at coding
2024-01-06

Google Research and DeepMind have developed a

method to improve large language models (LLMs)

by integrating them with specialized models,

reducing the need for extensive retraining. The

technique resulted in a 13% improvement in

translation tasks and a 40% boost in coding tasks.

This innovation could address legal challenges over the use of copyrighted

data in AI training and reduce costs, offering a potential solution for the AI

industry amidst increasing regulation. 

Read more...

https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/github-joaomdmoura-crewai-framework-for-orchestrating-role-playing-autonomous-ai-agents-by-fostering-collaborative-intelligence-crewai-empowers-agents-to-work-together-seamlessly-tackling-compl/2024-01-05/192021
https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/google-taught-an-ai-model-how-to-use-other-ai-models-and-it-got-40-better-at-coding/2024-01-06/072650


OpenVoice: Instant voice cloning
2024-01-06

OpenVoice, a groundbreaking voice cloning

technology, offers advanced capabilities in tone

color cloning, voice style control, and cross-lingual

voice cloning. Integrated into the myshell.ai

platform, it has seen millions of uses, allowing for

detailed control over voice styles. The technology is available for non-

commercial use under a Creative Commons license, with a project roadmap

promising further updates. OpenVoice marks a significant advancement in

voice synthesis and cloning.

Read more...

https://www.emsi.me/tech/ai-ml/github-myshell-ai-openvoice-instant-voice-cloning-by-myshell/2024-01-06/231843
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